
Sailing Instructions - Addendum

Benicia Yacht Club's 2020 Racing Season

34.0 ALOHA FLEET:  The “Aloha Fleet” is provided for skippers who wish to 

sail non-competitively, not be scored, and to simply relax to 

experience the joy of sailing.

34.1 ALOHA FLEET RULES: The Aloha Fleet skippers must refer to and comply 

with the Benicia Yacht Club Sailing Instructions, with the exception 

of the instructions listed in this document.

Aloha boats will not be required to strictly adhere to the ISAF Racing

Rules.  However, all boats are required to comply with the U.S. Inland

Navigation Rules at all times.  Aloha boats must keep clear of 

competing boats, to avoid obstructing or interfering in any way.

34.3 ALOHA FLEET ENTRY: The skipper must comply with the requirements for 

entry (“3.0 ENTRY”).  However, they will not be required to have 

membership with a YRA/PICYA recognized organization.

34.5 ALOHA FLEET COURSES: Each week, the Aloha Fleet will likely be 

assigned the same course as the one assigned to the C Fleet.  However,

the assignment serves as a suggested course.  Aloha boats are 

permitted to steer wherever they desire as long as they comply with 

paragraph 34.1.

34.13 ALOHA FLEET START: The official start for the Aloha Fleet will be 

immediately following the competitive starts.  Specifically, the start

sequence will proceed as follows:

1810 Warning Signal(gun), Aloha Class Flag (Hotel) raised.

1811 Preparatory Signal (horn), Papa Flag raised.

1814 One Minute Signal (prolonged horn), Papa Flag removed.

1815 Starting Signal (gun)

34.20 ALOHA FLEET FINISH: The committee will record a successful finish for

boats which sail the assigned course correctly and completely.  

Skippers may self-report if they finish after the committee boat has 

returned to dock.

34.25 ALOHA FLEET FEE: There is no entry fee for an Aloha Fleet skippers.
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